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Efficient infection by adenovirus (Ad) or by a replicationdefective (E12) Ad vector of a cell or target tissue is mediated
by the viral capsid proteins and their interaction with the host
cell (6, 26, 27). The capsid proteins are also primary targets of
the immune response to Ad infection, activating innate, cellular, and humoral arms of the immune cascade. The humoral
immune response to Ad infection produces both neutralizing
and nonneutralizing antibody. Neutralizing antibody protects
the host by suppressing viral spread and reinfection, and this
neutralizing immunity blocks efficient gene transduction by Ad
vectors if repeat administration is attempted (5, 13, 14).
Neutralizing antibody generated against Ad has serotype
specificity. An Ad serotype, as described by the International
Committee on the Taxonomy of Viruses, is defined on the
basis of immunological distinctiveness determined by quantitative in vitro neutralization mediated by animal antisera (20).
A “type” either has no cross-reaction with others or shows a
homologous-to-heterologous titer ratio of .16 in both directions (19). Applying the knowledge that there are 49 immunologically distinct Ad serotypes, we have previously shown that
repeat administration can be accomplished if two vectors based
on different serotypes are used sequentially (14, 17, 18). Based
on these observations, if the type-determining epitopes of the
Ad capsid proteins were known, they could be altered by genetic engineering to generate serologically distinct Ads. These
modified Ads could then be used as effective vectors for repeat
administration. However, since there is not an absolute correlation between in vitro neutralization and in vivo protection
(some studies have correlated neutralization titers with protection [4, 21], but others have not [2, 7, 16, 29, 34] altering the
type-determining epitopes of Ad may not be sufficient to functionally circumvent preexisting neutralizing antibodies.
The objective of this study is to identify the type determinants of serotypes 2 and 5 and to determine if replacing the
identified Ad type determinants is sufficient to allow efficient
gene transduction following repeat administration. The direct
test for whether a capsid component of a virus particle contains
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epitopes involved in generation of protective immunity is to
change the capsid components one at a time and assay for
changes in immune recognition. The serotype chimeras described in this paper identify the serotype determinants of Ad
type 5 (Ad5) and Ad2 and demonstrate the influence of the
major type-determining epitopes when used in a readministration protocol for an immunocompetent host.
The three major components of the capsid, fiber, hexon, and
penton base, are targets of neutralizing antibody in vitro, but
the relative contribution of each to type determination and in
vivo protection is not clear. Analysis of an Ad5-Ad7 chimera
demonstrated that neutralizing epitopes on the fiber protein
were not significant in vivo, since exchanging the Ad5 fiber
protein with the Ad7 fiber did not prevent neutralization by
anti-Ad5 antibodies in vivo (11). Additionally, antihexon antibody is considered to be the dominant neutralizing antibody in
response to Ad infection, while infection is inhibited only 50%
by anti-penton base antibody (12, 22, 30–33); thus, the hexon
protein is the most likely candidate for containing the type
determinants. Analysis of Ad hexon protein primary sequences
identified two variable regions which correspond to the external loops L1 and L2, and antipeptide sera to these loops can
neutralize Ad in a type-specific manner; thus, it has been proposed that L1 and L2 contain the Ad type determinants (1, 3,
8, 15, 23–25, 28).
Construction of Ad hexon serotype chimeras. To define the
type determinants present in hexon, Ad5-Ad2 hexon chimeras
were constructed (Fig. 1). These two serotypes were chosen
because their hexon proteins are essentially identical outside of
loops L1 and L2; therefore, the serotype determinants must lie
in L1 and/or L2, and exchanging their hexon proteins is equivalent to exchanging only L1 and L2 (Fig. 1A). Additionally, the
hexon protein interacts with a large number of virion proteins
in the capsid, and so there may be limited flexibility in the types
of hexon protein changes that can be tolerated. An exchange of
hexon proteins between closely related serotypes like Ad5 and
Ad2 increases the likelihood of constructing viable serotype
chimeras; however, it remains possible that a viable chimera
can be constructed between two distantly related serotypes.
Thus, in addition to Ad5-Ad2 chimeras, an attempt was made
to engineer an Ad5-based, Ad7 hexon chimera. Recombinant
Ads were constructed, purified, and propagated as in the work
of Gall et al. (11). Our strategy for construction of a hexon
serotype switch virus (Ad5 hexon . Ad2 hexon) (Fig. 1B)
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This study has used the strategy of gene replacement to characterize the contribution of the adenovirus (Ad)
capsid protein hexon to serotype definition. By replacing the Ad type 5 (Ad5) hexon gene with sequences from
Ad2, we have changed the type specificity of the chimeric virus. The type-determining epitopes are primarily
associated with loop 1 of hexon and, to a much lesser degree, with loop 2. In spite of the serotype distinctiveness
of the chimeric hexon viruses, epitope similarity between the vectors resulted in a low level of cross-reactive
neutralizing antibody, which in combination with activated cellular and innate arms of the immune system is
sufficient to suppress gene transduction following readministration in vivo.
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includes cotransfection of two viral DNAs due to the central
position of the hexon gene at 51.9 map units: a left-hand end,
a right-hand end, and a plasmid with the hexon replacement to
bridge the gap between the left and right ends (Fig. 1C).
Plasmid pH5 is a subclone of Ad5 viral DNA that extends 59
and 39 of coding sequence for hexon. pH2-5 was generated by
direct-replacement subcloning of Ad2 hexon into pH5. The
left- and right-hand-end viral fragments were generated by
digestion of dlAd5NCAT with Bsu36I and DrdI, respectively
(appropriate DNA fragments were isolated by sucrose gradient
fractionation as in the work of Gall et al. [11]); the two
subgenomic fragments cannot recombine because there is 374
bp of hexon gene sequence missing between the fragment
termini. The Bsu36I fragment terminates 92 bp downstream of
L2; thus, the Ad5 L1 and L2 are present in the transfections.
The two subgenomic fragments and the plasmid pH2-5 (Fig.
1C) were cotransfected into HEK-293 cells, and the hexon
chimera recombinant genomes of dlAd5NCAT-H2 (H2) and
dlAd5NCAT-H2L2 (H2L2) were detected by modified HIRT
DNA analysis and restriction enzyme digestion in a mixed
lysate along with the parental dlAd5NCAT DNA (11). A combination of limiting dilution and multiple rounds of plaque

purification was used to isolate the desired recombinant viruses from background. dlAd5NCAT-H2 represents the recombinant containing the entire hexon 2 region in place of
Ad5. dlAd5NCAT-H2L2 (H2L2) encodes a chimeric hexon
protein with the Ad5 L1 and the Ad2 L2 (Fig. 2A); the recombination junction is within a 120-bp region that straddles the
border of conserved sequence and the start of L2 (data not
shown). Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA from finalround plaque purification of both chimeras followed by a similar analysis of large-scale preparations was used to verify the
homogeneity of the final viral stocks used in subsequent experiments (data not shown). To construct the Ad5-Ad7 hexon
chimera, the two subgenomic fragments were cotransfected
with pH7-5 (data not shown); however, despite multiple attempts, the recombinant virus could not be detected. That we
could not identify an Ad5-Ad7 hexon recombinant could be
due to limitations in our ability to generate hexon recombinants by our cotransfection strategy into 293 cells, or such a
recombinant may not be viable.
The hexon chimeras H2 and H2L2 replicate as well as the
parental virus dlAd5NCAT in HEK-293 cells (data not shown).
The yield of virus from 4 3 108 cells is typically 2.5 3 1013 to
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FIG. 1. Construction of the hexon chimeras dlAd5NCAT-H2 and dlAd5NCAT-H2L2 by recombination. (A) Schematic and amino acid alignment of the Ad5 and
Ad2 hexon proteins showing the locations of conserved regions (open bars) and hypervariable regions (HVR; gray bars) and the numbers of amino acid residues (aa)
per region. Identity is shown as percent with the number of identical residues shown in parentheses. (B) Virus construction. dlAd5NCAT DNA was digested with either
Bsu36I or DrdI to generate left- and right-hand-end subgenomic fragments, respectively. The fragments were cotransfected with linearized pH2-5. Shaded boxes, Ad5
hexon sequence; black boxes, regions of homology between the plasmid and the subgenomic fragments; thin lines, plasmid sequence. (C) Plasmid constructs for
introducing mutations into the Ad5 hexon gene. Plasmid pH5 contains the HindIII-KpnI fragment (map units [m.u.] 51.03 to 61.81) of Ad5.
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FIG. 2. Transduction of A549 lung cells by Ad hexon chimeras. (A) Schematics of the hexon proteins encoded by dlAd5NCAT, dlAd5NCAT-H2, and
dlAd5NCAT-H2L2. Open bars, conserved sequence; black bars, Ad5 unique
sequence; crosshatched bars, Ad2 unique sequence. (B) CAT activity in extracts
of A549 cells infected with 10 or 100 particles of dlAd5NCAT, dlAd5NCAT-H2,
or dlAd5NCAT-H2L2 per cell. CAT activity is expressed as the calculated total
activity in the total extract. Values are means 6 standard deviations of triplicates.

3.0 3 1013 particles. A relative measure of particle number to
infectious units is a chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT)
transduction assay, in which A549 cells are infected with 10 or
100 particles of H2, H2L2, or dlAd5NCAT per cell. Under
identical infection conditions, the three viruses transduce A549
cells with the CAT gene (11) with the same efficiency (Fig. 2B),
despite the differing amounts of Ad2 sequences in the major
capsid protein (Fig. 2A).
Hexon loops 1 and 2 contain the Ad2 and Ad5 determinants
as defined by in vitro neutralization assays. Ad serotypes have
immunological distinctiveness, as determined by an in vitro
assay with animal (nonhuman) antiserum. The antiserum used

TABLE 1. Neutralizing antibody titersa of hyperimmune sera
Virus

Ad2
Ad5
dlAd5NCAT-H2
dlAd5NCAT-H2L2
dlAd5NCAT-F7
a

Titer of serumb
Anti-Ad2

.5,120
0c
1,280–2,560
40
NDd

Anti-Ad5
c

0
5,120
160–320
5,120
5,120

Anti-dlAd5NCAT-H2

Anti-dlAd5NCAT-H2L2

640
40–80
640
160–320
40–80

160–320
2,560–5,120
2,560
5,120
5,120

Inverse of dilution giving 50% neutralization.
Serum sources: anti-Ad2 and anti-Ad5, ATCC (National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases); anti-dlAd5NCAT-H2 and anti-dlAd5NCAT-H2L2, rat
(without adjuvant).
c
No detectable neutralization.
d
Nd, not determined.
b
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to define type is both highly avid and highly specific, as it is
generated by multiple booster injections of the virus antigens.
Sera were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, Va.), were produced by the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, and were rated to
be specific for Ad2 (VR-1079 AS/Rab) or Ad5 (VR-1082 AS/
Rab). The results compiled from multiple in vitro neutralization assays with the hyperimmune sera confirmed the specificity of the sera and validated the neutralization assay employed
here (11), as the experimentally determined titers for Ad2 and
Ad5 matched the declared titers and specificity for their respective sera (Table 1). The two hexon chimeras, H2 and
H2L2, reacted differently in the neutralization assays. AntiAd2 serum neutralized H2 with a titer that was within two- to
fourfold of the neutralization titer of Ad2 but neutralized
H2L2 very weakly, with a titer difference of 128. The results
from the anti-Ad5 neutralization assays complement the antiAd2 results. The Ad5-specific serum neutralized the H2L2
chimera as well as Ad5, but the neutralization titer against H2
was 16- to 32-fold less than the Ad5 titer. Thus, based on the
neutralization profile with the ATCC sera, H2 is distinct from
Ad5 but not from Ad2, and H2L2 is distinct from Ad2 but not
from Ad5.
The same pattern of neutralization is seen with serum generated against the chimeras. Adult Sprague-Dawley rats received three administrations of 1012 particles of cesium-chloride-gradient-purified H2 or H2L2 intraperitoneally at 2-week
intervals (two animals per virus). Neither serum was specific, as
they cross-reacted with all viruses tested (Table 1); however,
there are meaningful differences in the titers. The homologous
anti-H2 titer was surprisingly low in both sera generated, eightfold less than the anti-H2L2 homologous titer. The anti-H2
serum neutralization titer against Ad2 matched the homologous titer; likewise, anti-H2L2 serum neutralized Ad5 to the
same extent as it did H2L2. Anti-H2 sera neutralized Ad5
weakly, but the low homologous titer prevents the assignment
of distinctiveness, since the homologous-to-heterologous ratio
is 8/16. The anti-H2L2 sera distinguished Ad5 and Ad2, with a
titer difference of 16 to 32 (H2L2/Ad2 ratio). When the sera
generated against the chimeras were tested against the heterologous chimera, there was a greater degree of cross-neutralization than that seen with Ad2 and Ad5. In both cases, anti-H2 versus anti-H2L2 and anti-H2L2 versus anti-H2, the
titers were only about twofold less than the homologous titers.
Thus, it would appear that the hexon serotype chimeras are
presenting neutralizing epitopes that are not on Ad2 or Ad5 or
that different epitopes are immunodominant in the chimeras.
It is clear that L1 is more important in neutralization than L2,
since the serotype source of L1 determined type (Table 1,
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dlAd5NCAT-H2 and dlAd5NCAT-H2L2 versus anti-Ad2 and
anti-Ad5). However, since loop L2 conferred cross-neutralization, it also contains significant neutralization epitopes. The
cross-neutralization of Ad5 by anti-H2 serum raised the possibility that the Ad5 fiber protein was the target of neutralizing
antibody in hyperimmune serum. However, the neutralization
titer of this serum for dlAd5NCAT-F7 was identical to that for
Ad5, even though the fiber proteins are different, lending support to the conclusion that the fiber protein does not contain
type-determining epitopes.
In vitro neutralization of Ad hexon protein chimeras correlates with in vivo protection. The practical significance of
changing the type determinants of a vector would be to allow
readministration of a gene to a host with circulating neutralizing antibodies. To determine the contribution of hexon
loops to in vivo protection, a sequential administration protocol was performed with adult Sprague-Dawley rats. Groups of
rats received either dlAd5NCAT-H2, dlAd5NCAT-H2L2, or
dlAd5NCAT-F7 (1012 particles per animal) via the jugular vein
(9). At 3 days postinfection, the CAT activities in liver extracts
from rats infected with the three viruses were identical, indicating that the injections were effective at delivering consistent
doses of Ad vectors systemically to rats (Fig. 3A). Groups of
rats (n 5 5/group) that received either H2, H2L2, or F7 were
reinjected 28 days postinfection with 1012 particles of
dlAd5NCAT via the jugular vein and sacrificed 24 h later, and
liver extracts were prepared for CAT activity assays. Based on
the in vitro neutralization results (Table 1), we would predict
the level of CAT expressed from dlAd5NCAT in the animals
immunized with the three viruses to be dlAd5NCAT-H2 ..
dlAd5NCAT-H2L2 . dlAd5NCAT-F7. The apparent experimental results (Fig. 3B) agree with the prediction, but more
importantly, the level of CAT gene expression was significantly
reduced in all groups immunized with the Ad variants compared with the naive group (Fig. 3B) (P , 0.05). The analysis
of CAT expression levels indicates that the ability to readminister in this strategy and generate high levels of CAT activity is
severely compromised even with the dlAd5NCAT-H2 chimera,
which by definition is a distinct serotype. Serum taken from the
animals used in Fig. 3B before administration of dlAd5NCAT
was examined for the presence of circulating neutralizing antibodies by the in vitro neutralization assay. Anti-Ad5 neutral-
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ization titers of all the tested sera were low (dlAd5NCATH2 5 110 6 114, dlAd5NCAT H2L2 5 400 6 113, and
dlAd5NCAT-F7 5 293 6 167), since the antisera were generated in response to a single Ad vector exposure.
Exchanging the Ad5 hexon protein with the Ad2 hexon
protein did not allow readministration despite the determination in vitro that Ad5 and the chimera are immunologically
distinct. The cross-neutralization of Ad5 (dlAd5NCAT) by the
anti-chimera H2L2 sera was predictive of in vivo protection,
but more surprisingly, the low level of cross-neutralization of
Ad5 by dlAd5NCAT-H2 was also effective in significantly
blocking efficient CAT expression in the repeat administration
protocol: weak anti-Ad5 neutralization titers in rats immunized with 1012 particles of either H2 or H2L2 were sufficient
to compromise efficient readministration. Thus, under the
present experimental conditions, the definition of type by the
quantitative neutralization assay does not correlate with immunological distinctiveness in vivo. The neutralizing epitopes
that are responsible for cross-reactivity between H2 and Ad5
are not known at this time. There are at least two possibilities,
however: there could be epitopes on another capsid protein
(although not the fiber protein), or epitopes may become more
antigenic or immunodominant in the context of the Ad2-Ad5
chimeric capsid.
We have used the strategy of capsid gene replacement combined with the CAT reporter gene in replication-defective viruses as a method to better understand the biology of the viral
capsid in virus entry as well as the host response to the major
capsid proteins. Using our strategy of complete gene replacement, we have found that complete complementation of fiber
can occur across subgroup divisions. We have found that hexon
may be more restricted in a replacement strategy. The construction of H2 demonstrates the functional conservation of
the Ad5 and Ad2 hexons (subgroup C viruses), since the chimera grows to the same titer and transduces cells with the
same efficiency as Ad5. However, our inability to isolate an
Ad7 hexon chimera indicates less efficient complementation
when we are expanding the evolutionary distance between viruses used in chimera constructions.
The possibility exists that changing the hexon protein of Ad5
to that of a more divergent serotype than Ad2 may result in a
greater degree of immunological distinctiveness than was observed with Ad5 and Ad2. Since attempts to construct an
Ad5-Ad7 hexon chimera were unsuccessful, perhaps due to
incompatibilities of the Ad7a hexon protein with Ad5 proteins
such as the 100K protein or any of the four capsid proteins with
which hexon interacts, an alternative strategy to exchanging the
whole hexon protein is to replace only the external loops. This
would conserve the essential intercapsomere interactions required of the hexon trimer and yet introduce variable regions
that have already been selected for having distinct epitopes.
Since L1 and L2 make contacts with loop L4 to form the tower
region of the hexon trimer (35), it may be necessary to change
all three loops (even though L4 is relatively conserved) (3).
However, the results presented here imply that another capsid
protein, perhaps penton base, may have significant neutralization epitopes that are targets for protective antibody in vivo.
The use of highly specific hyperimmune serum like the antiAd5 and anti-Ad2 sera from the ATCC in in vitro neutralization assays should be adequate to predict in vivo protection
with the model system used here, with the caveat that any
cross-neutralization can be indicative of cross-protection in
vivo regardless of the homologous-to-heterologous titer ratios.
The in vivo model system that we have chosen in this study,
systemic administration of the vector by injection into the
vasculature and analysis of reporter gene expression in the
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FIG. 3. Effect of immunization with Ad hexon or fiber chimeras on the in
vivo transduction efficiency of dlAd5NCAT. (A) Evaluation of the efficacy of
intravenous administration. Adult female Sprague-Dawley rats were administered 1012 particles of dlAd5NCAT-H2, dlAd5NCAT-H2L2, or dlAd5NCAT-F7
via the jugular vein, and the livers were assayed for CAT activity 3 days later.
Data are the means of triplicates 6 standard deviations. (B) Readministration. Adult female Sprague-Dawley rats were administered 1012 particles of
dlAd5NCAT-H2, dlAd5NCAT-H2L2, or dlAd5NCAT-F7 via the jugular vein. At
28 days postinfection, the same animals received 1012 particles of dlAd5NCAT
via the jugular vein and were sacrificed 24 h later, and their livers were processed
for CAT activity assays. Values shown are a compilation of two independent
experiments and are the means 6 1 standard deviation. Abbreviations: F7,
dlAd5NCAT-F7; H2, dlAd5NCAT-H2; H2L2, dlAd5NCAT-H2L2.
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liver, may not be predictive for other model systems. It is likely,
for example, that mucosal immunity to Ad vectors administered to the respiratory tract is different from the immune
response to vectors administered via the vasculature, and so
one must be cautious in extrapolating from the animal model
system to not only human gene therapy but also other animal
models. An additional complication of the in vivo model is the
implication that limited expression of the CAT transgene can
be influenced only by the humoral arm of the immune system.
Prior stimulation of the innate immune system or the activation of cellular immunity against a dlAd5NCAT-based vector
may also be contributing to the repression of CAT gene expression in these studies. The route of administration and the
target organ must be considered as important determinants of
transduction efficiency and the nature of the immune response
(13). For example, a recent study of human sera from patients
who received an intratumoral injection of an Ad reporter vector implicated penton base and fiber as targets of the humoral
immune response (10).

